Tate and Gate is an opportunity to "foster an active partnership between UNC Greensboro with the surrounding local and regional arts community. UNC Greensboro shares a place, fate, and responsibility to contribute to the vibrancy of the larger community and views the project as part of this initiative."
WHY PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT?

• MAKING CONNECTIONS
• BRIDGE TO THE COMMUNITY
• ESTABLISH TRUST
• FOSTER PARTNERSHIPS
• GAIN DEEPER UNDERSTANDING OF PLACE
Making Connections

Not Facebook!!
Salon type get-togethers focused on the Arts in Greensboro
Input from people young the Arts and their needs!
Mix ages socio-economic races groups

Have more to say? Your ideas above...
Learn and practice new and creative skills
Enjoy exhibitions and performances
Meet, organize, and work in a shared space
Pursue health and wellness through the arts
Inspire change through collaboration
Access university resources (people, knowledge, tech.)
Shine a light on community needs through the arts
Ask big questions and seek answers with others

137 pop-up participants
(2) votes per participant
What role do the Arts play in your life?
"I feel that art is everywhere we look and that it isn't focused on enough and that things that are art aren't always considered to be art."

"For me art is an essential! It helps me get my thoughts/feelings out in a way that words can’t."

"Art makes life worth living. -Creativity, expression, sharing"

"As a spoken word artist I always look for new opportunities to express myself through poetry"

"Art is at the heart of my life. My husband is an artisan. My daughter does ballet. I play the piano. It energizes us."

A PART OF OUR FAMILY

ENERGIZING

INSPIRATION

CONNECTION

RELEASE

HEALING

DANCE  MUSIC  MEDIA  SPOKEN WORD  EXHIBITS
Where do you feel **most creative, energized, or thoughtful?**
COLLABORATION
QUIET SPACE
IN MY KITCHEN
INSPIRED BY OTHERS WITH FELLOW CREATIVES
MUSIC
NATURE
What is **most needed** in your community?
“Structural foundation for the younger generations.”

“Mental Health.”

“Interaction & Dialogue.”

“Peace”

“Performance space for small group.”

“Free or low-cost activities for kids & teens.”

CONNECTIONS
PEACE
SPACE & PROGRAMMING
HEALTH & WELLNESS
DIALOGUE
AFFORDABLE HOUSING, JOB TRAINING, BETTER FOOD